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Detailed Release Notes Summary dbMap/Web 2017.3
Enhancements

dbMap/Web - Client
60678
68821
69733
67920

Database Network ACL is now automatically updated when spatial web service configuration is modified (Santos)
PZ Calculator (Santos)
Mapping - Configure additional WMS base layers (Origin)
Well Spec Card - Limit creation to only those with an authority level of Preparer (Origin)

dbMap/Web - General
69624
69703
67606
69674

Well Logs Browser - Performance improvements
Absence of add and edit options on the well top's interpreter lookup fixed
Export report now excludes hidden columns
Stratigraphic units alias reference screen created
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Detailed Release Notes Summary dbMap/Web 2017.3
Bug Fixes

dbMap/Web - Client
69722
69575
69719
69729

Fixed SQL error in well test panel (Origin)
Well Spec Card - Find nearby wells returns correct wells and allow a WSC to be copied (Origin)
Missing search options added to well search (Origin)
Axes that cannot be edited in production charts made unavailable for edit selection(Santos)

dbMap/Web - General
69555
69731
69533

69422

When adding a new Records Management item, selecting an area based now shows the Name of the selected area
Eventually incorrect axis range when loading the next well and editing axes on production charts fixed
Exporting sub-panel lists to Excel from within desktop dbMap, now exports the rows shown not all rows from the
database
Search drop down is now retained when switching back to top level menu item

dbMap/Web - PLDB
69331

Post Well Audit creation bug fixed (Pldb)
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Petrosys Release dbMap/Web 2017.3
Detailed Release Notes

dbMap/Web - Client

Enhancements

Database Network ACL is now automatically updated when spatial web
60678
service configuration is modified (Santos)
If changes are required to the Santos spatial web service configuration, it now automatically re-creates the the database
Network ACL when you modify the WEB_SERVICE_CONFIG settings in Admin/Reference tables/General. This means it no
longer requires DBAs to separately run the database SQL script (psys_ws_create_acl_v02.sql) after the changes have been
made.

PZ Calculator (Santos)

68821

Process has been added to automatically create an interpretation for new Well Test records. The interpretations can be
extracted to a report template including a P/Z plot.

Mapping - Configure additional WMS base layers (Origin)

69733

Extra in-house WMS layers have been made available as base layers within the dbMap/Web mapping functionality.

Well Spec Card - Limit creation to only those with an authority level of
67920
Preparer (Origin)
Added a security restriction, to prevent users that do not have the "Preparer" authority level, from creating Well Spec Cards.

dbMap/Web - Client

Bug Fixes

Fixed SQL error in well test panel (Origin)

69722

A bug causing sporadic SQL errors when a new well test was being created has been fixed.

Well Spec Card - Find nearby wells returns correct wells and allow a WSC
69575
to be copied (Origin)
Fixed a bug causing incorrect wells to be returned by the "Find Nearby Wells" option.
Fixed a bug preventing a WSC from being copied.

Missing search options added to well search (Origin)69719
Some search options that existed in the original ORIGIN customisation have been added to the PPDM38 ORIGIN version.

Axes that cannot be edited in production charts made unavailable for edit
69729
selection(Santos)
A bug, allowing the user to select, for editing, an axis that doesn't accept changes on a production chart, has been fixed; now
only axes that can be edited are selectable.
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dbMap/Web - General

Enhancements

Well Logs Browser - Performance improvements

69624

The well logs browser screen filled up its panels via a set of complex queries, all of them trying to retrieve data from records
management, which added a performance penalty. These references to records management data have been removed,
resulting in a performance improvement.

Absence of add and edit options on the well top's interpreter lookup fixed
69703

A bug, preventing the user from adding or editing a record while performing a lookup for a formation top's interpreter, has
been fixed.

Export report now excludes hidden columns

67606

When running Reports with columns named as 'hidden', these used to be included in the Excel output, now they are hidden.

Stratigraphic units alias reference screen created 69674
A new screen, allowing for the creation of aliases to stratigraphic units, has been added to the PPDM38 standard version of
dbMap/Web.

dbMap/Web - General

Bug Fixes

When adding a new Records Management item, selecting an area based
69555
now shows the Name of the selected area
A bug preventing the name of a selected Area when adding a new Records Management item has been fixed to the name is
now shown for each selected Area.

Eventually incorrect axis range when loading the next well and editing
69731
axes on production charts fixed
A bug, causing an axis range to be incorrectly kept when a user navigated to a next well on a production chart, has been
fixed; axes ranges now adapt to the well currently on display.

Exporting sub-panel lists to Excel from within desktop dbMap, now exports
69533
the rows shown not all rows from the database
When viewing a Well, or any top-level panel, from within desktop dbMap, and exporting any of the sub-panel lists now
exports the rows shown instead of exporting all rows from the database.

Search drop down is now retained when switching back to top level menu
69422
item
A bug preventing the search selector from being saved when a new top block was selected by a user has been fixed: now
dbMap/Web "remembers" the whole search condition if a user switches to another block and then returns.

dbMap/Web - PLDB

Bug Fixes

Post Well Audit creation bug fixed (Pldb)

69331

A bug that caused an error when one tried to create a post well audit record has been fixed.
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